Report of the
French-speaking webinar

09
06
22

1. Introduction &
presentation of the content
In the framework of the European project INPAD (Participatory Design in Schools), the French-speaking
partners have jointly organized a webinar (in French) on 09/06/22 on the key themes of the project. The
title of this webinar was «From pupils to architects: all actors to design the school space».
Within the framework of this last one, 4 interventions of about fifteen minutes were planned followed by
a time of Questions and Answers.
These were shared as follows:
Addi Mireles, coordinator of the INPAD project, on «Presentation of the European INPAD project».
Aurélie Rompler and Hugo Falgaronne, project managers and researchers at Creative District (Belgian
partner of the INPAD project) on «Elements of definition and historical perspectives on participatory
design».)
Pascal Clerc, teacher-researcher in geography and member of the University of Paris-Cergy (French partner
of the INPAD project), on «Pedagogical, political and geographical issues of participatory design».
Céline Tcherkassky, architect, on «The architect’s point of view on participatory design».
After an upstream consultation on the different presentations of the facilitators, a communication plan was
put in place to maximize the dissemination of the event. The event was shared in the different networks of
the partners and speakers in charge of the webinar, which allowed to reach the number of 77 registrants
by 09/06.

2. VISUAL SUPPORTS &
TESTIMONIALS
Here are some pictures of the list of participants taken during the webinar. Upstream, a communication
plan was set up and visuals were created to promote the event. The poster above could be used as a
support for this communication.

3. LINKS &
Impact

4. Number of registration;
number of attendees

The webinar took place on Zoom, the registration being done via the following link:

At the end, the webinar had 77 registrants, 28 participants actually attended the webinar (see snapshot of
Zoom).
Above, the list of actual participants in the webinar:

Here, the links of facebook posts that allowed upstream to make the event visible and relayed by Creative
District:
165 Users reached
112 Users reached
18 Users reached
22 Users reached
NEWSLETTER in English 42 delivery / 52% open rate
NEWSLETTER in French 57 delivery / 54% open rate
Invitation sent by mail : 65 sent
Poster A0 displayed inour ecosystem : 165 people/day

1.
Léa Lebru
2.	Charline Van Dyck
3.
LEONARD Degoulet
4.	Geoffrey Raud
5.	Fanny Delaunay
6.
Keza Valois
7.	Ruba Hajj
8.	Emmanuelle PETIT
9.	Sophie Levrard
10.	Florie Brestaux
11.
Isabelle Lajoix
12.
Isabelle Fabre
13.
Julie Duval
14.	Sandrine Pavan
15.	Silvia Grünig
16.
Valeria Cartes Leal
17.	Sabine BOUCHE-PILLON
18.
Baptiste Besse-Patin
19.
Anne-Laure Le Guern
20.	Helene VEYRAC
21.	Denis Lermechin
22.	Dorothée Cavigneaux
23.	Asli Senol-Ghebantani

5. Philosophy & visibilty
of the neb festival
We were able to integrate this webinar into the New European Bauhaus Festival organised by the European
Commission, which took place from 9 to 12 June 2022 in Brussels, and which obviously attracted thousands
of people.
Thus, this webinar, which promotes citizen participation to the public authorities, was able to integrate
perfectly with the policy of the New European Bauhaus : «Involving civil society and people of all ages and
in all their diversity, including women and disadvantaged groups»

